Fifth Avenue
Standard Back Height 28

Fifth Avenue
Standard Seat Height 19
Fifth Avenue Booths, 9661 Stools, 7700 Table Bases with KrystalCast Tops

Fifth Avenue
Standard Back Height 28

Additional styles available, see falconproducts.com
Menlo Park, J11 Series Conference Table

Menlo Park
Standard Back Heights 36/42/48

Westbury
Standard Back Heights 36/42/48
Our booths can be used in any application that requires comfortable community seating.

Whitfield
Standard Back Heights 36/42/48

Wellington 48" High
Laminate trim and privacy screen, wooden legs

Additional styles available, see falconproducts.com
Westbury
Standard Back Heights 36/42/48

Dunhill
Standard Back Heights 36/42/48
Haverford
Maple Trim, Standard Back Heights 36/42/48

Bezant
Laminate Trim, Standard Back Heights 36/42

Westbury, 800 Series Table Base

800
Designed by Qdesign

2500
Designed by Qdesign

Additional styles available, see falconproducts.com
Counter & Bar Height Seating

- Provides better communication for people sitting and standing, by creating common eye level.
- Varying heights create visual interest to the design of the room.

79ST Community Table
9660 Stools
N582 Newbury, 9660 Stools

N582 Newbury
Standard Back Heights 36/54

Des Peres
Standard Back Height 48

Additional styles available, see falconproducts.com
Lucky Chair, Syntech Base with optional FLX Power Management

NL615 Coronado
Standard Back Height 42

M592 Sausalito
Standard Back Height 34
**table bases & tops**

**SPECIFY THE RIGHT HEIGHT**

- **Stand Up**, 42" H
- **Counter/Perch**, 36" H
- **Dining**, 30" H
- **Lounge**, 27" H
- **Occasional**, 18", 20", 24" H

---

**FLX Power Management**

Power is mounted in the middle of the table, allowing column to act as a vertical wire manager. Shown with 400 series base.

---

**Power**

Falcon has many power and data options that can be added to all tables and booths.

---

*Additional styles available, see falconproducts.com*
Chill Collection - thonet.com

T3301  T3306  T3318